Event Date: 8th April 2022

1) There will be two categories: solo and group
2) Time Duration for performances: 2-8 minutes.
3) The dance form must be classical, semi-classical or folk. Western dance forms are not allowed.
4) Song track could be single, mash up or remix. It should not include any inappropriate or offensive language.
5) Participants must perform on DAIICT Campus
6) You have to carry all your essential things including props on your own. Any harmful substances are not allowed.
7) You will get 5 minutes to set up the stage if required.
8) Winners will be rewarded prize money and other exciting prizes.
9) Decisions made by the judges/organizers will be final and binding.
10) There may be changes in the event format for which participants will be informed in advance.

Contact
Binal : 9974244744
Vansh : 8200771232

Register Yourself at:
Synapse.daiict.ac.in